
Minutes from the Transition Cambridge Food Group Meeting, Wednesday 
27th August 2008, at the Transition Café, 22a Jesus Lane, Cambridge.

Present: Nicola, Carl, Rowan, Jason, Phillipa, Ceri, Dave, Clayton, Aggi, Zoe, Jackie, 
Martin, Colin.

Apologies: Emily, Mary.

Chaired by Ceri

1. Allotments

Dave advised the meeting that he had written again to Cambridge Council seeking a 
response to his earlier request for sufficient allotment spaces for Cambridge 
residents. To be followed up by Dave.

1. Fruit Trees

Jason noted the large number of fruit trees that are currently shedding ripe fruit that is 
simply left to rot. He proposed a section on the website wherein some sort of 
coordinated collection of such fruit could be organised. To be discussed further by 
the Food Production sub-group.

1. Re- landscaping Jesus Green

Nicola advised the group that Council were still accepting suggestions in relation to 
the proposed re-landscaping of Jesus Green. This issue has previously been 
discussed informally in the group, particularly in relation to the possibility of including 
fruit trees in any re-planting scheme. 

1. Buying Land

Ceri advised the group that she had received an email from someone interested in 
joining with others to buy land for food production. She has his contact details if 
anyone is interested in contacting him directly, otherwise the issue may be re-
considered at a later Food Group meeting when we are clearer on our direction.

1. Mill Road Food Share Proposal

A submission had been received from Hannah Fenton suggesting that the Food Group 
include the organisation of a Mill Road Food Share as one of their activities. Her 
proposal paper has been emailed to members prior to the meeting. 

The proposal was discussed and the meeting concluded that:

a. It was not an appropriate activity for the Food Group
b. It might be a more appropriate activity for the wider Transition Cambridge group so 

Hannah should be re-directed to them. 
c. The proposal could also be publicised in the Transition Cambridge newsletter and 

on the website.

Colin to write to Hannah to advise her of the decision.

1. Discussion Documents

Colin has prepared two discussion documents in relation to the proposed activities of 



the Food Group. The first outlined specific activities, the second a suggested 
organisational structure if the activities proposed in the first document were felt to be 
appropriate.

A discussion then ensued on both documents. Some of the points raised during the 
discussion on the first document were:

• A need for greater clarity on the goals of the group. Some members felt that food 
self-sufficiency within Cambridge was not achievable; others felt that it was. 

• The group should not just be about getting people to grow their own food – a lot of 
people simply weren’t interested in doing that anyway – but should also focus on 
issues such as increasing awareness on the impact of food production – at a 
local and global level.  

• Food waste was also an important issue: so much food is discarded it is important 
to promote efficient use of food resources.

• Two key principles were suggest: firstly, that every resident should have the 
resources to grow their own food and, secondly, that Council should source the 
food that it uses (e.g. in schools and other Council premises) from local, 
sustainable sources.

One possible aim could be to reduce the carbon footprint of food production.

No final conclusions were reached on the specific goals and it was agreed to 
continue as we are at present and firm up goals in light of our experience.

Discussion on the proposed organisational structure included:

• The need to clarify our relationship with the Transition Cambridge Steering Group 
– both operationally and legally.

• Some concern was expressed about proceeding with the Food Group when 
there were still doubts as to the structure of the Transition Cambridge parent 
body. However, the general consensus was that we should proceed and ensure 
we have a formal link with Transition Cambridge.

•  Some concern was expressed that the proposed Food Group structure would 
generate a large number of meetings as various members would need to attend 
meetings of the main group as well as those of any sub-group they were involved 
with. In response to this the group agreed to try and combine all meetings into the 
same time slot – i.e. a general meeting followed by dividing into sub-groups for the 
remainder of the evening. This was trialled immediately with some level of 
success.

• There was concern that we do not currently have sufficient numbers to populate 
all the groups and committee posts. Colin responded by assuring the meeting that 
it was not necessary to fill all positions immediately: what was more important at 
this stage was that we had a structure to recruit into.

It was agreed to trial the proposed structure and the process of recruiting began. 
Two Steering Group posts were filled – Colin as Chair, Phillipa as Secretary. The 
remainder will be recruited to as need arises and membership increases. 

Colin has been invited to the next meeting of the Transition Cambridge Steering Group 
(Thursday 28th August) and will feedback to them the various issues arising from 
tonight’s discussions and decisions. 

All three sub-groups – Food Production, Communications and Campaigns – were 
recruited to. Membership of groups is currently as follows:

Food Production: - Jackie, Jason, Rowan, Martin, Clayton, Phillipa, Colin.
Communications – Nicola, Colin



Campaign/Research – Phillipa, Clayton, Emily (nominated in absentia), Dave, Ceri, 
Carl, Zoe.

Members subsequently split into Food Production and Campaigns groups to discuss 
proposed activities and this continued until the end of the meeting. 

1. Next Meeting

8 p.m., Wednesday 10th September at Transition Café, 22a Jesus Lane (venue 
subject to confirmation).


